Home and Away: The Epic Journey

Friday, April 25, 2014 (LC 211)

4 pm - Welcome and Introduction (LC 211)

4.20-6 pm – Panel 1: Moderator – Mike Zimm
Egbert Bakker: ‘In and Out of the Golden Age’
Silvia Montiglio: ‘Whither thou goest, I will go’ (Ruth 1:16): Wandering, Love and Home in Apollonius of Rhodes’ Argonautica and Heliodorus’ Aethiopica’

6 pm – Reception (Phelps 401)
7 pm – Dinner

Saturday, April 26, 2014 (Harkness 208)

8.45-9.15 am – Breakfast (Harkness 208)

9.15–10.45 am – Panel 2: Moderator – Ben Jerue
Andrew Johnston: ‘Odyssean Wanderings and Greek Responses to Roman Empire’
Cynthia Damon & Elizabeth Palazzolo: ‘Germanicus’ Eastern Journey: The Documents in the Case’

10.45-11 am - Break

11 am–12.30 pm – Panel 3: Moderator – Bryant Kirkland
Emily Baragwanath: 'Heroes and Homemakers in Xenophon'
Karen Ni Mheallaigh: ‘Lucian’s Lunar Voyages: satire, fiction and the scientific imagination’

12.30-1.30 pm – Lunch (Phelps 401)

1.30-3 pm – Panel 4: Moderator – Sean Northrup
Martin Devecka: ‘From Rome to the Moon: Rutilius Namatianus and the Late Antique Game of Knowledge’
Alison Keith: ‘Women’s Travels in the Aeneid’

3.30-4 pm – Coffee (Harkness 208)

4 pm - Keynote: Damien Nelis:
‘Literary histories and narrative structures in books 5-8 of the Argonautica of Valerius Flaccus.’

5.30 pm – Concluding Remarks

6 pm – Reception (Phelps 401)
7.30 pm – Dinner